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ABSTRACT 
For classical systems driven out of equilibrium, Crooks derived a relation (the Crooks-Jarzynski 
relation), whose special cases include a relation (the Crooks relation) equivalent to the Kawasaki 
non-linear response relation.  We derive a quantum extension of the Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
without explicitly using the principle of microreversibility.  Its special cases lead to the Jarzynski 
equality and the standard linear response theory with a Green-Kubo formula with a canonical 
correlation function.  We also derive a quantum extension of the Crooks relation using the 
principle of microreversibility.  Its special cases lead to the Jarzynski equality, the Crooks 
transient fluctuation theorem, and the fluctuation theorem for current or shear stress, which leads 
to a Green-Kubo formula with a symmetrized correlation function.  For each quantum Crooks 
relation, there exists a corresponding quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation.  Using either relation, 
we can derive the Jarzynski equality, the fluctuation theorems mentioned above, and the standard 
linear response theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND A SUMMARY OF OUR RESULTS 
Since 1993, a number of exact relations including the fluctuation theorems [1 
– 12] and the Jarzynski equality [13] have been derived originally for classical 
systems driven out of equilibrium and later for quantum systems [14, 15].  In this 
article, we will call these exact relations the fluctuation relations. 
For classical systems, Crooks [16] derived a relation (i.e., Eq. (15) in [16]), 
which we will call the Crooks relation in this article, from what is equivalent to 
the detailed fluctuation theorem [9] and showed that its special cases include the 
Crooks transient fluctuation theorem [6], the Jarzynski equality, and a relation 
(i.e., Eq. (21)1 in [16]) equivalent to the Kawasaki non-linear response relation 
[17 – 21].  In this article, we will call this relation equivalent to the Kawasaki 
non-linear response relation the Crooks-Jarzynski relation. 
For a classical system driven by an external field, Hayashi and Sasa [21] used 
the Kawasaki non-linear response relation2 to recover the standard linear response 
theory [22] including the Green-Kubo relation for the conductivity of the system.  
For a classical system driven by a chemical potential difference between two 
particle reservoirs attached to the system, they also derived a relation equivalent 
to the Crooks relation and recovered the Green-Kubo relation for the conductivity 
of the system obtained earlier by the fluctuation theorem for current [4, 7, 8]. 
Using the Crooks relation for classical systems driven out of equilibrium, we 
can therefore derive the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem, the Jarzynski 
equality, the standard linear response theory, and the Green-Kubo relation 
obtained by the fluctuation theorem for current. 
                                     
1 In [16], Crooks acknowledged that this relation was also due to Jarzynski. 
2 Hayashi and Sasa used the relation that Crooks in [16] called the Kawasaki non-
linear response relation although they reserved the term “the Kawasaki non-linear 
response relation” for the form of the relation closer to its original form [17 – 20]. 
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For an isolated quantum system subject to a time-dependent external field, 
using the principle of microreversibility [14, 15], Bochkov and Kuzovlev [23] 
derived a general relation whose special cases include a relation3 that Andrew and 
Gaspard [24] derived from their universal quantum work relation based on the 
principle of microreversibility.  Using this relation, Andrew and Gaspard also 
recovered the standard linear response theory [22] with the Green-Kubo formula 
for a linear response coefficient in terms of a canonical correlation function of an 
operator corresponding to a quantity induced by the external field. 
The Jarzynski equality for a quantum system evolving in time according to a 
time-dependent Hamiltonian was also derived from a special case of this relation 
[25, 26]. 
In this article, we will show, in Sec. 3.3, that this relation is a special case of a 
quantum extension of the Crooks-Jarzynski relation, which relates the forward 
statistical average of a product of operators including an arbitrary operator 
  
ˆ A  and 
the canonical ensemble density matrices, 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 and 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
, for the initial and the final 
eigenstates of a system to the time-reversed backward statistical average of an 
operator 
  
! ˆ A  defined by 
  
! ˆ A " ˆ ! ˆ A ˆ  ! 
†, where 
  
ˆ ! is the time reversal operator. 
In Sec. 3.1, we will derive this quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation without 
explicitly using the principle of microreversibility, which is consistent with the 
fact that the principle of microreversibility was not used explicitly in the original 
derivations of the standard linear response theory [22] and the Jarzynski equality 
[25, 26]. 
The quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation derived in Sec. 3.1 holds only for an 
initial density matrix that is positive-definite, which is the case for the canonical 
ensemble density matrix defined in Sec, 2.2 and assumed in Sec. 3.1.  In Sec. 3.4, 
we will then show that for a general initial density matrix that is positive-
                                     
3 (3.22) in Sec. 3.3. 
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semidefinite but not necessarily positive-definite, such as a microcanonical 
ensemble density matrix, we can also derive the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski 
relation for a class of operators that satisfy a certain condition. 
For a quantum system in a steady state with a constant current of heat or 
particles driven by a temperature or chemical potential difference between two 
reservoirs attached to the system, both the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem 
and the fluctuation theorem for the current were derived from the principle of 
microreversibility [27 – 29] and the fluctuation theorem for the current has been 
shown to lead to the Green-Kubo formula for a conductivity in terms of a 
symmetrized correlation function of the current density operator. 
The fluctuation theorem for the heat current was also shown [30] to follow 
from a quantum extension of the Crooks relation, which relates the forward 
process average of a product of quantities including the canonical ensemble 
statistical distributions, 
  
!
in
 and 
  
!
fin
, for the initial and the final eigenstates of the 
system and a complex-valued quantity 
  
C i, f( ) , which may depend on the initial 
and the final eigenstates of a system. 
For a quantum system in a steady state with a constant rate of work done on 
the system such as a fluid in a steady shear flow, the fluctuation theorem for the 
quantity induced in the system, such as the shear stress on the fluid, was derived 
[30] from a special case4 of the quantum Crooks relation and was shown to lead 
to the Green-Kubo formula for a linear response coefficient such as the shear 
viscosity of the fluid in terms of a symmetrized correlation function of an operator 
corresponding to the induced quantity. 
In Sec. 4.1, using a direct consequence5 of the principle of microreversibility, 
we will derive a general form of the quantum Crooks relation, which relates the 
                                     
4 (4.25) in Sec. 4.4. 
5 (2.13) in Sec. 2.4. 
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forward process average of a product of quantities including statistical 
distributions, 
  
!
in
 and 
  
!
fin
, for the initial and the final eigenstates of the system 
and a complex-valued quantity 
  
C i, f( ) , which may depend on the initial and the 
final eigenstates of a system and vanishes for an initial eigenstate for which 
  
!
in
 
vanishes, to the time-reversed backward process average of the same quantity 
  
C i, f( ) . 
In Sec. 4.3, we will also derive the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem from 
the quantum Crooks relation.  As we will mention at the end of Sec. 3.2, the 
Jarzynski equality is also a special case of the quantum Crooks relation. 
For quantum systems driven out of equilibrium, it therefore appears that we 
can derive the standard linear response theory and the Jarzynski equality directly 
from the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation without explicitly using the principle 
of microreversibility while we need to use the quantum Crooks relation based on 
the principle of microreversibility to derive the Crooks transient fluctuation 
theorem and the fluctuation theorem for the current or shear stress. 
A natural question is then how exactly the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
and the quantum Crooks relation are related with each other.  In Sec. 3.4, we will 
show that for each quantity 
  
C i, f( )  that will be later shown to satisfy a quantum 
Crooks relation in Sec. 4.1, we can define a corresponding operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 that 
satisfies a quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation.   In Sec. 4.2, we will then show 
that the quantum Crooks relation for 
  
C i, f( )  and quantum Crooks-Jarzynski 
relation for 
  
ˆ A 
C
 are in fact equivalent to each other so that using this 
corresponding quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for 
  
ˆ A 
C
, we can derive any 
result that follows from the quantum Crooks relation for 
  
C i, f( )  and vice versa.  
More specifically, using the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation, we can then 
derive the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem and the fluctuation theorem for 
the current or shear stress. 
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In Sec. 4.2, we will also note that a specific case of quantum Crooks relation 
corresponds to the special case of quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation that leads to 
the standard linear response theory so that using this special case of quantum 
Crooks relation, we can also derive the standard linear response theory.  
Therefore, using either the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation or the quantum 
Crooks relation, we can derive the fluctuation relations mentioned above and the 
standard linear response theory. 
Both the general quantum Crooks relation and its corresponding quantum 
Crooks-Jarzynski relation are quite general mathematical identities and neither the 
statistical distributions 
  
!
in
 and 
  
!
fin
 involved in the general quantum Crooks 
relation nor the density matrices 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 and 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 involved in the corresponding 
quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation need to represent equilibrium ensembles.  This 
suggests that we may be able to apply these relations to quantum systems 
evolving from a non-equilibrium state to another. 
 
2. SYSTEM AND ITS FORWARD AND TIME-REVERSED 
BACKWARD PROCESSES 
2.1. System Hamiltonian and the time evolution operator for a 
forward process 
For simplicity, we will consider an isolated quantum system that evolves, 
during a time interval 
  
0,![ ], according to a time-dependent Hamiltonian 
  
ˆ H t( ) .  It 
is straightforward to extend our discussion in this article to systems attached to 
heat or particle reservoirs as we can regard a composite system consisting of such 
a system and reservoirs as an isolated system evolving in time according to a total 
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Hamiltonian that includes an interaction term between the system and the 
reservoirs. 
During a forward process over the time interval 
  
0,![ ], the state 
  
! t( )  of the 
system evolves according to the Schrödinger equation with 
  
ˆ H t( )  so that its final 
state is related to its initial state by 
 
   
  
! "( ) = ˆ U 0,"( ) ! 0( ) ,   (2.1) 
 
where 
  
ˆ U 0,!( ) is the time evolution operator for the forward process during 
  
0,![ ].  
In the rest of this article, 
  
ˆ U 0,!( ) will be simply denoted by 
  
ˆ U . 
 
2.2. Initial energy eigenstates of the forward process 
Just before the initial time 
  
t = 0 , through a measurement of the energy in the 
system, we find the system to be in an eigenstate 
  
i  of its initial Hamiltonian 
  
ˆ H 0( ) with energy eigenvalue 
  
E i( ): 
 
   
  
ˆ H 0( ) i = E i( ) i .    (2.2) 
 
Before 
  
t = 0 , we assume that the system is in its equilibrium state at an inverse 
temperature 
  
!  so that the initial eigenstate 
  
i  is selected by the following 
canonical ensemble distribution: 
 
 
  
!in i( ) "
1
Zin #( )
exp $#E i( )[ ] = exp #Fin( )exp $#E i( )[ ],  (2.3) 
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where 
  
Z
in
 defined by 
  
Zin !( ) " exp #!E i( )[ ]i$  is the partition function for the 
system and is related to the Helmholtz free energy 
  
F
in
 of the system in its initial 
equilibrium state by 
  
Zin = exp !"Fin( ). 
We then define the density matrix for the system corresponding to 
  
!
in
 by 
 
 
  
ˆ ! in "
1
Zin #( )
exp $# ˆ H 0( )[ ] = exp #Fin( )exp $# ˆ H 0( )[ ],  (2.4) 
 
which satisfies 
   
  
ˆ ! 
in
i = !
in
i( ) i .    (2.5) 
 
2.3. Final energy eigenstates of the forward process 
Just after the final time 
  
t = ! , through a measurement of the energy in the 
system, we find the system to be in an eigenstate 
  
f  of its final Hamiltonian 
  
ˆ H !( ) with energy eigenvalue 
  
E f( ): 
 
   
  
ˆ H !( ) f = E f( ) f .    (2.6) 
 
We assume that the set of all the initial eigenstates as well as the set of all the 
final eigenstates can serve as an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space for the 
system so that we can use 
  
i i
i
! = I  and 
  
f f
f! = I . 
 
2.4. Time-reversed backward process and the principle of 
microreversibility 
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In this section, to make this article to be self-contained, we will derive the 
principle of microreversibility (2.12) and its direct consequence (2.13).  The 
readers who are familiar with these equations may wish to skip this subsection. 
As the time reversal operator 
  
ˆ ! satisfies 
  
i ˆ ! = " ˆ ! i  and 
  
ˆ ! ˆ ! 
†
= ˆ ! 
† ˆ ! = I , the 
time-reversed state defined by 
 
   
  
!
r
t( ) " ˆ # ! $ % t( )     (2.7) 
 
evolves according to the following Schrödinger equation: 
 
 
  
  
i!
!
!t
"
r
t( ) = i!
!
!t
ˆ # " $ % t( )( ) = ˆ # i!
!
! $ % t( )
" $ % t( )
& 
' 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
                  = ˆ # ˆ H $ % t( ) " $ % t( ) = ˆ # ˆ H $ % t( ) ˆ # † ˆ # " $ % t( )( )
                   =
# ˆ H $ % t( ) "
r
t( )  ,
 
         (2.8) 
 
where the time-reversed Hamiltonian 
  
! ˆ H " # t( ) is defined by 
 
   
  
! ˆ H " # t( ) $ ˆ ! ˆ H " # t( ) ˆ ! † .   (2.9) 
 
The final state of the time-reversed backward process is related to its initial 
state by 
 
   
  
!
r
"( ) =# ˆ U 0,"( ) !
r
0( ) ,   (2.10) 
 
where 
  
! ˆ U 0,"( )  is the time evolution operator for the backward process, which is 
controlled by 
  
! ˆ H " # t( ).  In the rest of this article, 
  
! ˆ U 0,"( )  will be simply denoted 
by 
  
! ˆ U . 
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For any 
  
! 0( ) , we then find 
 
  
ˆ ! " 0( ) = "
r
#( ) =! ˆ U "
r
0( ) =! ˆ U ˆ  ! " #( ) =! ˆ U ˆ ! ˆ U " 0( )  (2.11) 
 
so that 
   
  
! ˆ U = ˆ ! ˆ U 
† ˆ ! 
† ,     (2.12) 
 
which is called the principle of microreversibility.  The principle of 
microreversibility therefore relates the time evolution operator 
  
! ˆ U  for the 
backward process to the time evolution operator 
  
ˆ U  for the forward process and it 
is a general property of the time evolution operator 
  
! ˆ U  for any quantum system. 
Using (2.12), we can also show that the transition probability for the forward 
process from an initial eigenstate 
  
i  to a final eigenstate 
  
f  is equal to the 
transition probability for the backward time-reversed process from 
  
!
f " ˆ ! f  to 
  
!
i " ˆ ! i : 
 
   
  
f ˆ U i
2
=
!
i
! ˆ U 
!
f
2 ,   (2.13) 
 
which follows from 
 
 
  
!
i
! ˆ U 
!
f = ˆ ! i ,  ˆ ! ˆ U 
†
f( ) = ˆ U † f ,  i( ) = f ˆ U i  , (2.14) 
 
where 
  
ˆ ! is anti-unitary so that for any pair of states, 
  
!  and 
  
! " , 
  
ˆ ! satisfies 
 
   
  
ˆ ! " # ,  ˆ ! #( ) = # ,  " # ( ),   (2.15) 
 
where 
  
! ,  " ! ( )  is the inner product between 
  
!  and 
  
! " . 
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(2.13) is also a general property of the time evolution operator 
  
! ˆ U  for any 
quantum system and we will use it in Sec. 4.1, where we will derive the quantum 
Crooks relation. 
 
2.5. A useful property of the time reversal operator 
The following property of 
  
ˆ ! will be also useful in Sec. 4.  If 
  
n  is an 
eigenstate of an observable 
  
ˆ O with a real eigenvalue 
  
a n( )  so that 
  
ˆ O n = a n( ) n , 
then 
  
!
n " ˆ ! n  is an eigenstate of 
  
! ˆ O " ˆ ! ˆ O ˆ  ! 
†  with the eigenvalue 
  
a n( ) : 
 
 
  
! ˆ O 
!
n = ˆ ! ˆ O ˆ  ! 
† ˆ ! n = ˆ ! ˆ O n = a n( ) ˆ ! n = a n( ) !n . (2.16) 
 
3. THE QUANTUM CROOKS-JARZYNSKI RELATION 
3.1. Derivation of the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
In this section, we will derive the quantum extension of the Crooks-Jarzynski 
relation, which relates the forward statistical average of a product of operators 
including an arbitrary operator 
  
ˆ A  to the backward statistical average of an 
operator 
  
! ˆ A  defined by 
   
  
! ˆ A " ˆ ! ˆ A ˆ  ! 
†.     (3.1) 
 
The forward statistical average 
  
ˆ C 
F
 of an operator 
  
ˆ C  is defined by 
 
 
  
ˆ C 
F
! Tr ˆ " 
in
ˆ C [ ] = i ˆ " in ˆ C i
i
# = "in i( ) i ˆ C i
      i
"
in
i( )$0
#   (3.2) 
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while the backward statistical average 
  
ˆ C 
R
 of an operator 
  
ˆ C  is defined by 
 
   
  
ˆ C 
R
! Tr " ˆ # 
fin
ˆ C [ ].    (3.3) 
 
  
! ˆ " 
fin
 is defined by 
 
   
  
! ˆ " 
fin
# ˆ ! ˆ " 
fin
ˆ ! † ,    (3.4) 
 
where 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 is a density matrix for the final eigenstates of the system and satisfies 
 
   
  
Tr ˆ ! 
fin[ ] = 1.     (3.5) 
 
The quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation is then the following general identity 
for 
  
ˆ A : 
 
  
  
ˆ A 
F
!( ) ˆ U † ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
=
# ˆ A 
R
,   (3.6) 
 
where 
  
ˆ A 
F
!( )  is defined by 
 
   
  
ˆ A 
F
!( ) " ˆ U † ˆ A ˆ U .    (3.7) 
 
We can show (3.6) as follows. 
 
  
ˆ A 
F
!( ) ˆ U † ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
= Tr ˆ " 
in
ˆ U 
† ˆ A ˆ U ( ) ˆ U † ˆ " fin ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in
# 
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( = Tr ˆ " fin ˆ A [ ]
                                   = Tr ˆ ) ˆ " 
fin
ˆ ) † ˆ ) ˆ A ˆ  ) †[ ] = Tr ) ˆ " fin ) ˆ A [ ] = ) ˆ A 
R
 ,
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         (3.8) 
 
where we have used 
  
ˆ U ˆ U 
†
= I , 
  
ˆ ! 
† ˆ ! = I , and the following property of the trace: 
  
Tr ˆ B ˆ C ˆ D [ ] = Tr ˆ C ˆ D ˆ  B [ ] = Tr ˆ D ˆ  B ˆ C [ ]. 
The operator 
  
1 ˆ ! 
in
appearing in the right-hand side of the quantum Crooks-
Jarzynski relation is well-defined because the initial density matrix 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 defined by 
(2.4) is a canonical ensemble density matrix, which is positive-definite.  In Sec. 
3.4, we will also show that for a general initial density matrix that is always 
positive-semidefinite but not necessarily positive-definite, such as a 
microcanonical ensemble density matrix, we can also derive the quantum Crooks-
Jarzynski relation for a class of operators that satisfy a certain condition. 
Note that we can derive the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation without 
explicitly using the principle of microreversibility, (2.12).  As this derivation 
shows, the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation is simply based on 
  
ˆ U ˆ U 
†
= I , 
  
ˆ ! 
† ˆ ! = I , and the property of the trace.  It is rather remarkable that such a 
deceptively simple relation leads to highly nontrivial results such as the Jarzynski 
equality (see Sec. 3.2) and the standard linear response theory with the Green-
Kubo formula (see Sec. 3.3). 
Note also that the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation is a general 
mathematical identity that holds for any arbitrary operator 
  
ˆ A  and arbitrary density 
matrices 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 and 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 as long as 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 is positive-definite.  Furthermore, the operator 
  
ˆ A  does not need to be a Hermitian observable. 
In addition, the density matrix 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 or 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 does not need to represent an 
equilibrium ensemble for the initial or the final eigenstates of the system, which 
suggests that we may apply this quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation to non-
equilibrium ensembles that are represented by some density matrices as long as 
the initial density matrix is positive-definite. 
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For classical systems, Crooks [16] showed that the Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
is equivalent to the Kawasaki non-linear response relation.  Within the framework 
of quantum dynamics, where the principle of microreversibility, 
  
! ˆ U = ˆ ! ˆ U 
† ˆ ! 
† , 
(2.12) always holds, the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation is also equivalent to 
the following quantum extension of the Kawasaki non-linear response relation: 
 
  
  
ˆ A 
F
!( )
F
=
" ˆ A 
" ˆ U 
†" ˆ # 
in
" ˆ U ( )
1
" ˆ # 
fin R
,  (3.9) 
 
as we can derive this relation using the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.6) 
and the principle of microreversibility (2.12): 
 
 
  
ˆ A 
F
!( )
F
= ˆ A 
F
!( ) ˆ " 
in
ˆ U 
† 1
ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U 
# 
$ % 
& 
' ( 
) 
* 
+ 
, 
- 
. 
ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in
F
             = ˆ U 
† ˆ A ˆ U ˆ  " 
in
ˆ U 
† 1
ˆ " 
fin
# 
$ % 
& 
' ( 
) 
* 
+ 
, 
- 
. 
ˆ U ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in
F
             =
/
ˆ A ˆ U ˆ  " 
in
ˆ U 
† 1
ˆ " 
fin
# 
$ % 
& 
' ( 
) 
* 
+ 
, 
- 
. 
R
= ˆ / ˆ A ˆ U ˆ  " 
in
ˆ U 
† 1
ˆ " 
fin
# 
$ % 
& 
' ( 
) 
* 
+ 
, 
- 
. 
ˆ / †
R
             = ˆ / ˆ A ˆ  / †( ) ˆ / ˆ U ˆ  / †( ) ˆ / ˆ " in ˆ / †( ) ˆ / ˆ U † ˆ / †( ) ˆ / 
1
ˆ " 
fin
ˆ / †
# 
$ % 
& 
' ( 
R
             =
/ ˆ A 
/ ˆ U 
†/ ˆ " 
in
/ ˆ U ( )
1
/ ˆ " 
fin R
 ,
 
         (3.10) 
where we have also used (3.7), 
  
ˆ U ˆ U 
†
= I  and 
  
ˆ ! 
† ˆ ! = I . 
 
3.2. The Jarzynski equality from the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski 
relation 
For 
  
ˆ A = I , the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation, (3.6), becomes 
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  
ˆ U 
† ˆ ! 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ ! 
in F
= 1    (3.11) 
as 
 
  
ˆ U 
† ˆ ! 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ ! 
in F
= I
R
= Tr
" ˆ ! 
fin[ ] = Tr ˆ " ˆ ! fin ˆ " †[ ] = Tr ˆ ! fin[ ] = 1 , 
         (3.12) 
 
where we have used (3.5). 
If 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 is the canonical ensemble density matrix defined by 
 
 
  
ˆ ! fin "
1
Zfin #( )
exp $# ˆ H %( )[ ] = exp #Ffin( )exp $# ˆ H %( )[ ] , (3.13) 
 
where 
  
Z
fin
 defined by 
  
Zfin !( ) " exp #!E f( )[ ]f$  is the partition function for the 
system and is related to the Helmholtz free energy 
  
F
fin
 of the system by 
  
Zfin = exp !"Ffin( ), then using this density matrix 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 and 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 defined by (2.4) in 
(3.11), we obtain Eq. (16) in [24], 
 
   
  
e
!" ˆ H 
F
#( )
e
" ˆ H 0( )
F
= e
!"$F ,   (3.14) 
 
where 
  
!F " F
fin
# F
in
.  
  
ˆ H 
F
!( )  is defined by 
  
ˆ H 
F
!( ) " ˆ U † ˆ H !( ) ˆ U , where 
  
ˆ U  stands 
for 
  
ˆ U 0,!( ).  Note that 
  
ˆ H 0( ) = ˆ H 
F
0( )  since 
  
ˆ H 0( ) = ˆ U † 0,0( ) ˆ H 0( ) ˆ U 0,0( ) = ˆ H 
F
0( ) , 
where 
  
ˆ U 
†
0,0( ) = I . 
As shown by Tasaki [26], with the forward process average defined by 
 
  
  
C i, f( )
F
! C i, f( ) f ˆ U i
2
"
in
i( )
     i, f
" in i( )#0
$ ,  (3.15) 
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the left-hand side of (3.14) can be rewritten as 
 
  
  
e
!" ˆ H 
F
#( )
e
" ˆ H 0( )
F
= e
!" E f( )!E i( ){ }
F
   (3.16) 
since 
 
 
  
e
!" ˆ H F #( )e
" ˆ H 0( )
F
  = Tr ˆ $ 
in
ˆ U 
†
e
!" ˆ H #( ) ˆ U e
" ˆ H 0( )[ ] = Tr ˆ U †e!" ˆ H #( ) ˆ U e" ˆ H 0( ) ˆ $ in[ ]
  = i
i, f
% ˆ U †e!"
ˆ H #( )
f f ˆ U e
" ˆ H 0( ) ˆ $ 
in
i
  = e
!" E f( )!E i( ){ }
f ˆ U i
2
i, f
% $in i( ) = e!" E f( )!E i( ){ }
F
 ,
 
         (3.17) 
 
where we have used 
  
f f
f! = I . 
By defining the work W done on the system during a forward process from an 
initial eigenstate 
  
i  to a final eigenstate 
  
f  by 
 
   
  
W i. f( ) ! E f( ) " E i( ) ,    (3.18) 
 
we obtain the following Jarzynski equality from (3.14): 
 
   
  
e
!"W i. f( )
F
= e
!"#F .    (3.19) 
 
(3.11) can be also written as 
 
  
  
!
fin
f( )
!
in
i( )
F
= e
"# W i. f( )"$F{ }
F
= 1,   (3.20) 
 
where we have used (3.19) and 
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  
!
fin
f( )
!
in
i( )
= e
"# E f( )"E i( ){ }
e
# F
fin
"F
in( ) = e
"# W i. f( )"$F{ } . (3.21) 
 
Note that (3.20) is a special case of the quantum Crooks relation, (4.4), with 
  
C i, f( ) = 1 so that the Jarzynski equality, (3.19), is also a special case of the 
quantum Crooks relation. 
 
3.3. The standard linear response theory from the quantum Crooks-
Jarzynski relation 
If we assume 
  
ˆ H 0( ) = ˆ H !( ), then 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
= ˆ ! 
in
 and 
  
Z
fin
= Z
in
.  Using (2.3) in the 
Crooks-Jarzynski relation, (3.6), we then obtain Eq. (18) in [24]: 
 
   
  
ˆ A 
F
!( )e"#
ˆ H 
F
!( )
e
# ˆ H 0( )
F
= ˆ A 
F
   (3.22) 
as 
 
  
ˆ A 
F
!( )e"#
ˆ H 
F
!( )
e
# ˆ H 0( )
F
=
$ ˆ A 
R
= Tr
$ ˆ % 
in
$ ˆ A [ ] = Tr ˆ % in ˆ A [ ] = ˆ A 
F
. 
         (3.23) 
 
Andrieux and Gaspard [24] used (3.22) to recover the standard linear response 
theory with the Green-Kubo formula for a linear response coefficient for a 
quantity induced by the external field in terms of a canonical correlation function 
of the induced quantity. 
We can also recover the standard linear response theory with the following 
special case of (3.22), where 
  
ˆ A = ˆ H !( ) = ˆ H 0( )  and 
  
ˆ A 
F
!( ) = ˆ H 
F
!( ): 
 
   
  
ˆ H 
F
!( )e"#
ˆ H 
F
!( )
e
# ˆ H 0( )
F
= ˆ H 
F
.   (3.24) 
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3.4. The quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for general initial density 
matrices including a microcanonical ensemble density matrix 
The quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.6) derived in Sec. 3.1 applies only 
to an initial density matrix that is positive-definite, such as the canonical density 
matrix defined by (2.4).  In this section, we will show that for a general initial 
density matrix that is always positive-semidefinite but not necessarily positive-
definite, such as a microcanonical ensemble density matrix, we can also derive the 
quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation, 
 
  
  
ˆ A 
C ,F
!( ) ˆ U † ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
=
# ˆ A 
C
R
  ,   (3.25) 
 
for any operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 that can be defined as 
 
   
  
ˆ A C ! " f " f 
ˆ U i C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f
i, f , " f 
#
    = ˆ U i C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f
i, f
#   ,
 
         (3.26) 
 
where 
  
C i, f( )  is a complex-valued quantity that vanishes or 
  
C i, f( ) = 0  for each 
initial eigenstate 
  
i  for which the initial statistical distribution vanishes or  
  
!
in
i( ) = 0 . 
Using 
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  
ˆ A C ,F !( ) =
ˆ U 
† ˆ A C
ˆ U = i C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f ˆ U 
i, f
" , (3.27) 
 
we can show the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.25) for 
  
ˆ A 
C
 as follows: 
 
 
  
ˆ A C ,F !( ) ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
  = "
in
i( ) i ˆ A C ,F !( ) ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in
i
      i
" in i( )#0
$
  = "
in
i( ) i % i C % i , f( ) % i ˆ U † f f ˆ U 
% i , f
$
& 
' 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( ) i
1
"
in
i( )      i
" in i( )#0
$
  = C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f ˆ U i
    i, f
" in i( )#0
$ "fin f( )
  = C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f ˆ U i
i, f
$ "fin f( )
  = f ˆ U i C i, % f ( ) i ˆ U † % f % f 
i, % f 
$
& 
' 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
f "
fin
f( )
f
$
  = f ˆ A C f "fin f( )
f
$ = f ˆ A C ˆ " fin f
f
$
  = Tr ˆ A C ˆ " fin[ ] = Tr ˆ " fin ˆ A C[ ]
  = Tr ˆ , ˆ " 
fin
ˆ , † ˆ , ˆ A ˆ  , †[ ] = Tr , ˆ " fin , ˆ A [ ] = , ˆ A 
R
 ,
 
         (3.28) 
where we have used 
  
ˆ U ˆ U 
†
= I  , 
  
i ! i = "
i, ! i 
, 
  
! f f = "
! f , f , and 
  
ˆ ! 
† ˆ ! = I .  We have 
also used the condition for 
  
C i, f( )  that it vanishes or 
  
C i, f( ) = 0  if 
  
!
in
i( ) = 0 . 
In Sec. 4.1, we will derive the quantum Crooks relation for the quantity 
  
C i, f( )  and then in Sec. 4.2, we will show that it is equivalent to the quantum 
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Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.25) for the corresponding operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 so that using 
(3.25), we can derive any result that follows from the quantum Crooks relation 
with 
  
C i, f( )  and vice versa. 
Note that the operator 
  
ˆ A 
C ,F
!( ) satisfies 
 
   
  
ˆ A C ,F !( )
F
= C i, f( )
F
   (3.29) 
as 
 
  
ˆ A C ,F !( )
F
= "
in
i( ) i ˆ A C ,F !( ) i
      i
" in i( )#0
$
                = "
in
i( ) i % i C % i , f( ) % i ˆ U † f f ˆ U 
% i , f
$
& 
' 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
i
      i
" in i( )#0
$
                = C i, f( ) f ˆ U i
2
"
in
i( )
      i
" in i( )#0
$
                = C i, f( )
F
  ,
  
         (3.30) 
where we have used 
  
i ! i = "
i, ! i 
. 
Not every operator can be expressed in terms of 
  
C i, f( )  as in (3.26).  If an 
operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 is defined by (3.26), then it must satisfy 
 
   
  
i ˆ U 
† ˆ A C f = C i, f( ) i ˆ U 
†
f    (3.31) 
 
since 
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  
i ˆ U 
† ˆ A C f = i
ˆ U 
† ˆ U ! i C ! i , ! f ( ) ! i ˆ U † ! f ! f 
! i , ! f 
"
# 
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
f
                 = i ˆ U 
† ˆ U ! i 
! i 
" C ! i , f( ) ! i ˆ U † f
                 = C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f  ,
 
         (3.32) 
where we have used 
  
ˆ U 
† ˆ U = I  , 
  
i ! i = "
i, ! i 
, and 
  
! f f = "
! f , f .  (3.31) implies that 
  
i ˆ U 
† ˆ A C f = 0  if 
  
i ˆ U 
†
f = 0 , which does not generally hold for any operator. 
According to (3.31), the operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 is uniquely determined by the values of 
  
C i, f( )  except for its values for pairs, if any, of initial and final eigenstates that 
satisfy 
  
i ˆ U 
†
f = 0 .  Suppose that for two quantities 
  
C i, f( )  and 
  
! C i, f( ), we find 
  
ˆ A 
C
= ˆ A 
! C 
  Using (3.31), we then obtain 
 
 
  
C i, f( ) ! " C i, f( ){ } i ˆ U † f = i ˆ U † ˆ A C f ! i ˆ U 
† ˆ A 
" C f = 0, 
         (3.33) 
which implies that 
  
C i, f( ) = ! C i, f( ) except when 
  
i ˆ U 
†
f = 0 . 
Note that the definition of the operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 in terms of 
  
C i, f( )  is not as 
restrictive as it may seem.  If the initial statistical distribution is the canonical 
ensemble distribution defined by (2.4), which is positive-definite so that 
  
!
in
i( ) " 0  
for every initial eigenstate, 
  
C i, f( )  can be in fact any arbitrary complex-valued 
quantity. 
For 
  
C i, f( ) = 1, the corresponding operator is 
  
ˆ A 
1
= I  as 
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  
ˆ A 
1
= ˆ U i i ˆ U 
†
f f
i, f
! = I ,   (3.34) 
 
where we have used 
  
i i
i
! = I , 
  
f f
f! = I , and 
  
ˆ U ˆ U 
†
= I .  The quantum 
Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.25) with this operator is then nothing but (3.11) that 
leads to the Jarzynski equality (3.19). 
As another example, consider 
  
C i, f( ) = E f( ) .  The corresponding operator is 
then 
  
ˆ A 
E f( ) =
ˆ H !( ) as 
 
  
ˆ A 
E f( ) =
ˆ U i E f( ) i ˆ U † f f
i, f
! = ˆ U i i ˆ U † ˆ H "( ) f f
i, f
! = ˆ H "( ). 
         (3.35) 
If we assume 
  
ˆ H !( ) = ˆ H 0( ), then the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.25) 
with this operator is nothing but (3.24) that leads to the standard linear response 
theory. 
Suppose the initial density matrix is the following microcanonical ensemble 
density matrix defined by 
 
   
  
ˆ ! in
mic " i
#$ E i( ) % E0( )
exp S0 kB( )i
& i .   (3.36) 
 
The “regularized delta-function” 
  
!
"
E i( ) # E
0( )  is defined by 
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  
!" E i( ) # E0( ) $
1   if E
0
% E i( ) % E
0
+ "( )
0                     otherwise( )
& 
' 
( 
,  (3.37) 
 
where we assume 
  
! << E
0
. 
  
S
0
 is the Boltzmann entropy for the system at an 
initial internal energy 
  
E
0
 and satisfies 
 
   
  
exp S0 kB( ) = !" E i( ) # E0( )
i
$ .  (3.38) 
 
The quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.25) then holds for any operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 
corresponding to 
  
C i, f( )  defined by 
 
   
  
C i, f( ) ! "# E i( ) $ E0( ) ˜ C i, f( ) ,  (3.39) 
 
where 
  
˜ C i, f( )  is an arbitrary complex-valued quantity. 
In Sec. 4.3, using quantum Crooks relation (4.4) for 
  
C i, f( ) ! "# E i( ) $ E0( ) , 
we will derive the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem for a system whose initial 
statistical distribution is the following microcanonical ensemble distribution [31]: 
 
   
  
!in
mic
i( ) =
"# E i( ) $ E0( )
exp S0 kB( )
,   (3.40) 
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which satisfies 
  
ˆ ! 
in
mic
i = !
in
mic
i( ) i . 
 
4. THE QUANTUM CROOKS RELATION 
4.1. Derivation of the quantum Crooks relation 
In this section, we will derive the quantum extension of the Crooks relation, 
which relates the forward process average of a product of quantities including a 
complex-valued quantity 
  
C i, f( ) , which may depend on the initial and the final 
eigenstates of a system and vanishes for an initial eigenstate for which 
  
!
in
 
vanishes, to the backward process average of the same quantity 
  
C i, f( ) . 
The forward process average 
  
F
 has been defined by (3.15) while the 
backward process average
  
R
 is defined by 
 
 
  
C i, f( )
R
! C i, f( ) "i " ˆ U " f
2
"#
fin
"
f( )
"
i,
"
f
$ .  (4.1) 
 
  
!
fin
f( )  is the statistical distribution corresponding to a density matrix 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 for the 
final eigenstates of the system and we assume that 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 and 
  
!
fin
f( )  satisfy 
 
   
  
ˆ ! 
fin
f = !
fin
f( ) f .    (4.2) 
 
According to (2.16), 
  
!"
fin
!
f( )  defined by 
  
! ˆ " 
fin
!
f =
!"
fin
!
f( ) ! f  then satisfies 
 
   
  
!"
fin
!
f( ) = "fin f( ) .    (4.3) 
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The quantum Crooks relation is then the following general identity for 
  
C i, f( )  
that vanishes or C i, f( ) = 0  if 
  
!
in
i( ) = 0 : 
 
  
  
C i, f( )
!
fin
f( )
!
in
i( )
F
= C i, f( )
R
,   (4.4) 
 
where 
  
!
in
 is the statistical distribution corresponding to the initial density matrix 
  
ˆ ! 
in
.  For the canonical ensemble density matrix defined by (2.4), 
  
!
in
 is always 
positive or 
  
!
in
i( ) > 0  for any initial eigenstate so that the quantum Crooks relation 
holds for any complex-valued quantity 
  
C i, f( ) . 
We can show this quantum Crooks relation as follows. 
 
 
  
C i, f( )
!
fin
f( )
!
in
i( )
F
= C i, f( )
!
fin
f( )
!
in
i( )
f ˆ U i
2
!
in
i( )
    i, f
! in i( )"0
#
                                = C i, f( ) $i $ ˆ U $ f !fin f( )
    i, f
! in i( )"0
#
                                = C i, f( ) $i $ ˆ U $ f !fin f( )
i, f
#
                                = C i, f( ) $i $ ˆ U $ f
2
!
fin
f( )
$
i,
$
f
#
                                = C i, f( ) $i $ ˆ U $ f
2
$!
fin
$
f( )
$
i,
$
f
#
                                = C i, f( )
R
 ,
 
         (4.5) 
 
where we have used (4.3), and (2.13), the direct consequence of the principle of 
microreversibility.  We have also used the condition for 
  
C i, f( )  that it vanishes or 
  
C i, f( ) = 0  if 
  
!
in
i( ) = 0 .  Note that the time reversal operator 
  
ˆ ! provides a one-to-
one map from the set of all the initial eigenstates of 
  
ˆ H 0( ) to itself as well as from 
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the set of all the final eigenstates of 
  
ˆ H !( ) to itself and that 
  
!
i{ } = i{ } and 
  
!
f{ } = f{ }. 
As this derivation shows, the quantum Crooks relation is simply based on 
(2.13), 
  
f ˆ U i
2
=
!
i
! ˆ U 
!
f
2 , and (4.3), 
  
!
fin
f( )="!
fin
"
f( ) .  It is rather 
remarkable that such a deceptively simple relation leads to highly nontrivial 
results such as the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem (see Sec. 4.3) and the 
fluctuation theorem for the shear stress on a fluid in a steady shear flow, which 
leads to the Green-Kubo formula for the shear viscosity of the fluid (see Sec. 4.4). 
Note also that the quantum Crooks relation is a general mathematical identity 
that holds for arbitrary statistical distributions 
  
!
in
 and 
  
!
fin
 and for any arbitrary 
quantity 
  
C i, f( )  that vanishes for an initial eigenstate for which 
  
!
in
 vanishes.  
Furthermore, the quantity 
  
C i, f( )  does not need to be a physically observable 
quantity. 
In addition, the statistical distribution 
  
!
in
 or 
  
!
fin
 does not need to represent an 
equilibrium ensemble for the initial or the final eigenstates for the system, which 
suggests that we may extend the quantum Crooks relation to non-equilibrium 
ensembles that are represented by some statistical distributions. 
 
4.2. Quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation equivalent to a quantum 
Crooks relation 
In Sec. 3.4, we have shown that for a complex-valued quantity 
  
C i, f( )  that 
vanishes or 
  
C i, f( ) = 0  for each initial eigenstate 
  
i  for which the initial statistical 
distribution vanishes or 
  
!
in
i( ) = 0 , we can define a corresponding operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 by 
(3.26) and that the operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 satisfies a quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
(3.25).  In Sec. 4.1, we have also shown that the quantity 
  
C i, f( )  satisfies a 
quantum Crooks relation (4.4). 
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In this section, we will show that within the framework of quantum dynamics, 
where the principle of microreversibility always holds, the quantum Crooks 
relation for 
  
C i, f( )  and the corresponding quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for  
  
ˆ A 
C
are equivalent to each other so that using the Crooks-Jarzynski relation for 
  
ˆ A 
C
, 
we can derive any result that follows from the quantum Crooks relation for 
  
C i, f( )  and vice versa. 
First, for 
  
C i, f( )  and 
  
ˆ A 
C
 defined by (3.26), we can show 
 
 
  
ˆ A C ,F !( )
ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
= C i, f( )
"
fin
f( )
"
in
i( )
F
  (4.6) 
since 
 
  
ˆ A C ,F !( ) ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
  = "
in
i( ) i ˆ A C ,F !( ) ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in
i
      i
" in i( )#0
$
  = "
in
i( ) i % i C % i , f( ) % i ˆ U † f f ˆ U 
% i , f
$
& 
' 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( ) i
1
"
in
i( )      i
" in i( )#0
$
  = , i, % i C % i , f( ) % i ˆ U 
†
f f ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U 
   i, % i , f
" in i( )#0
$ i 1"
in
i( )
"
in
i( )
  = C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f ˆ U i
    i, f
" in i( )#0
$
"
fin
f( )
"
in
i( )
"
in
i( )
  = C i, f( ) f ˆ U i
2 "
fin
f( )
"
in
i( )
"
in
i( )
    i. f
" in i( )#0
$
  = C i, f( )
"
fin
f( )
"
in
i( )
F
  ,
 
         (4.7) 
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where we have also used (3.27), (4.2), 
  
f f
f! = I , and 
  
ˆ U ˆ U 
†
= I . 
Second, for 
  
C i, f( )  and 
  
ˆ A 
C
, we also find 
 
   
  
! ˆ A C
R
= C i, f( )
R
    (4.8) 
 
where 
 
 
  
! ˆ A C =
ˆ ! ˆ A C
ˆ ! †
      = ˆ ! " f " f ˆ U i C i, f( ) i ˆ U † f f
i, f , " f 
#
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
) 
ˆ ! †
      =
! " f !i ! ˆ U ! " f C i, f( ) ! f ! ˆ U † !i f
i, f , " f 
# ˆ ! † ,
 
         (4.9) 
where we have used (2.14), a consequence of the principle of microreversibility.  
We can show (4.8) as follows. 
 
  
! ˆ A C
R
 
 = Tr
! ˆ " 
fin
! ˆ A C[ ] = Tr ! ˆ A C ! ˆ " fin[ ]
 =
!
f
! ˆ A C
! ˆ " 
fin
!
f
!
f
# = ! f ! ˆ A C ! f !"fin ! f( )
!
f
#
 =
!
f
! $ f !i ! ˆ U ! $ f C i, $ $ f ( ) ! $ $ f ! ˆ U † !i $ $ f 
!
i,
! $ f ,! $ $ f 
# ˆ ! †
% 
& 
' 
( ' 
) 
* 
' 
+ ' 
!
f
!"
fin
!
f( )
!
f
#
 = C i, f( ) !i ! ˆ U ! f
2!"
fin
!
f( )
!
i,
!
f
#
 = C i, f( )
R
  ,
 
         (4.10) 
 
where we have used 
  
!
f
!
" f = # !
f ,
!
" f 
 and 
  
! ! f f = "
! ! f , f . 
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If we assume that the quantum Crooks relation (4.4) holds for any arbitrary 
quantity 
  
C i, f( ) , then for its corresponding operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
, we can show that the 
quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.26) holds as 
 
  
ˆ A C ,F !( )
ˆ U 
† ˆ " 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ " 
in F
= C i, f( )
"
fin
f( )
"
in
i( )
F
= C i, f( )
R
=
# ˆ A C
R
. 
         (4.11) 
 
 
On the other hand, if we assume that the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
(3.26) holds for operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
, then for 
  
C i, f( ) , we can show that the quantum 
Crooks relation (4.4) holds as 
 
  
C i, f( )
!
fin
f( )
!
in
i( )
F
= ˆ A C ,F "( )
ˆ U 
† ˆ ! 
fin
ˆ U ( )
1
ˆ ! 
in F
=
# ˆ A C
R
= C i, f( )
R
. 
         (4.12) 
 
We have thus shown that the quantum Crooks relation (4.4) for 
  
C i, f( )  and the 
corresponding quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation (3.26) for 
  
ˆ A 
C
 are equivalent to 
each other. 
As mentioned in Sec. 3.4, the operator corresponding to 
  
C i, f( ) = E f( )  is 
  
ˆ A 
E f( ) =
ˆ H !( ) and the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for this operator is 
nothing but (3.24) that leads to the standard linear response theory.  Being 
equivalent to this quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for 
  
ˆ A 
E f( ) =
ˆ H !( ), the 
quantum Crooks relation for 
  
C i, f( ) = E f( )  also leads to the standard linear 
response theory. 
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4.3. The Crooks transient fluctuation theorem from the quantum 
Crooks relation 
For classical systems, Crooks [16] showed that we can derive the Crooks 
transient fluctuation theorem from the Crooks relation.  In this section, by 
extending his derivation to quantum systems, we will derive the Crooks transient 
fluctuation theorem for quantum systems using the quantum Crooks relation (4.4). 
The Crooks transient fluctuation theorem relates the probability 
  
P
F
W ( ) for 
  
W i, f( ), which is defined by (3.18) as the work done on the system during a 
forward process from an initial eigenstate 
  
i  to a final eigenstate 
  
f , to take a 
specific value of 
  
W  to the probability 
  
P
R
!W ( ) for the work 
  
W
!
f ,
!
i( ) done on 
the system during a time-reversed backward process from an initial eigenstate 
  
!
f  to a final eigenstate 
  
!
i  to take a value of 
  
!W .  According to (2.16), 
  
!
i  is 
an eigenstate of 
  
! ˆ H 0( )  with energy eigenvalue 
  
E i( ) and  
  
!
f  is an eigenstate of 
  
! ˆ H "( )  with energy eigenvalue 
  
E f( ) so that 
 
  
  
W
!
f ,
!
i( ) = E i( ) " E f( ) = "W i, f( ) .   (4.13) 
 
The probability 
  
P
F
W ( ) is defined by 
 
 
  
P
F
W ( ) ! " W i, f( ) #W ( ) f ˆ U i
2
$
in
i( )
i, f
% = " W i, f( ) #W ( )
F
 
         (4.14) 
 
while the probability 
  
P
R
!W ( ) is defined by 
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  
P
R
!W ( ) " # W $ f ,$ i( ) + W ( ) $i $ ˆ U $ f
2
$%
fin
$
f( )
$
i,
$
f
&
             = # !W i, f( ) + W ( ) $i $ ˆ U $ f
2
$%
fin
$
f( )
$
i,
$
f
&
             = # W i, f( ) !W ( )
R
 .
 
         (4.15) 
 
Using 
  
C i, f( ) = ! W i, f( ) "W ( )  in the quantum Crooks relation, (4.4), we can 
then show the following Crooks transient fluctuation theorem: 
 
   
  
P
R
!W ( )
P
F
W ( )
= e
!" W !#F( ).    (4.16) 
 
since 
 
 
  
P
R
!W ( ) = " W i, f( ) !W ( )
R
= " W i, f( ) !W ( )
#
fin
f( )
#
in
i( )
F
             = " W i, f( ) !W ( )e!$ W i. f( )!%F{ }
F
             = e
!$ W !%F( ) " W i, f( ) !W ( )
F
             = e
!$ W !%F( )
P
F
W ( ) ,
 
         (4.17) 
 
where we have also used (3.21). 
Using the quantum Crooks relation, we can also derive the Crooks transient 
fluctuation theorem when the initial statistical distribution is the microcanonical 
ensemble distribution defined by (3.40) [31] and the final statistical distribution is 
the following microcanonical ensemble distribution defined by 
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  
!fin
mic
f( ) "
#$ E f( ) % E0 %W ( )
exp S& kB( )
.   (4.18) 
 
The “regularized delta-function” 
  
!
"
E f( ) # E
0
#W ( )  is defined by 
 
 
  
!" E f( ) # E0 #W ( ) $
1   if E
0
+ W % E i( ) % E
0
+ W + "( )
0                                    otherwise( )
& 
' 
( 
, 
         (4.19) 
 
where we assume 
  
! << E
0
+ W . 
  
S
!
 is the Boltzmann entropy for the system at 
an internal energy 
  
E
0
+ W  and satisfies 
 
  
  
exp S! kB( ) = "# E f( ) $ E0 $W ( )
f
% .   (4.20) 
 
The Crooks transient fluctuation theorem for a system starting with the 
microcanonical ensemble distribution (3.40) then relates the probability 
  
P
F
E
0
,E
0
+ W ( ) for the system to receive a specific amount of work 
  
W  during a 
forward process to the probability 
  
P
R
E
0
+ W ,E
0( ) for the system to receive work 
  
!W  during a time-reversed backward process, where the system starts with the 
microcanonical ensemble distribution 
  
!"
fin
mic !
f( ) = "fin
mic
f( ).  
The probability 
  
P
F
E
0
,E
0
+ W ( ) is defined by 
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  
PF E0,E0 + W ( ) ! "# E f( ) $ E0 $W ( ) f ˆ U i
2
%in
mic
i( )
i, f
&
                        = "# E f( ) $ E0 $W ( ) f ˆ U i
2
i, f
&
"# E i( ) $ E0( )
exp S0 kB( )
                        = "# E f( ) $ E0 $W ( )
F
 
         (4.21) 
 
while the probability 
  
P
R
E
0
+ W ,E
0( ) is defined by 
 
 
  
PR E0 + W ,E0( )
  ! "# E i( ) $ E0( )
%
i
% ˆ U % f
2
%&fin
mic %
f( )
%
i,% f
'
  = "# E i( ) $ E0( )
%
i
% ˆ U % f
2 "# E f( ) $ E0 $W ( )
exp S( kB( )% i,% f
'
  = "# E i( ) $ E0( )
R
 .
 
         (4.22) 
 
Using 
  
C i, f( ) ! "# E i( ) $ E0( )  in the quantum Crooks relation (4.4), we can 
then show the following Crooks transient fluctuation theorem: 
 
   
  
P
R
E
0
+ W ,E
0( )
P
F
E
0
,E
0
+ W ( )
= e
! S" !S0( ) kB    (4.23) 
 
since 
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  
P
R
E
0
+ W ,E
0( ) = !" E i( ) # E0( )
R
                        = !" E i( ) # E0( )
$
fin
mic
f( )
$
in
mic
i( )
F
                        = !" E f( ) # E0 #W ( )e
# S% #S0( ) kB
F
                        = e
# S% #S0( ) kB !" E f( ) # E0 #W ( )
F
                        = e
# S% #S0( ) kB P
F
E
0
,E
0
+ W ( )  .
 
         (4.24) 
 
 
4.4. The fluctuation theorem for shear stress from the quantum 
Crooks relation 
If we assume 
  
ˆ H 0( ) = ˆ H !( ), then 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
= ˆ ! 
in
 so that 
  
!F = F
fin
" F
in
= 0.  The 
quantum Crooks relation, (4.4), then becomes 
 
  
  
C i, f( )e!"W i. f( )
F
= C i, f( )
R
,   (4.25) 
 
where we have used (3.21). 
For a fluid in a steady shear flow driven by a constant velocity of a solid plate 
moving above the fluid, using this special case of the quantum Crooks relation, 
we can derive [30] the fluctuation theorem for the shear stress on the fluid and 
obtain the Green-Kubo formula for its shear viscosity 
  
! in terms of the 
symmetrized correlation function of its shear stress operator 
  
˜ P 
F
 in the Heisenberg 
picture: 
 
  
! =
V
k
B
T
lim
" #$
1
"
dt1
0
"
% dt2
1
2
˜ P F t1( ) ˜ P F t2( ) + ˜ P F t2( ) ˜ P F t1( ){ }
eq0
t1
% , (4.26) 
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where V is the volume of the fluid and the subscript “eq” indicates that the 
statistical average is taken when the plate remains at rest so that the fluid, the 
plate, and a heat reservoir attached to the fluid are all in equilibrium at the same 
temperature T. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this article, we have derived a quantum extension of the Crooks-Jarzynski 
relation without explicitly using the principle of microreversibility, which is 
consistent with the fact that the principle of microreversibility was not used 
explicitly in the original derivations of the standard linear response theory and the 
Jarzynski equality. 
For quantum systems driven out of equilibrium, we can derive the standard 
linear response theory and the Jarzynski equality directly from the quantum 
Crooks-Jarzynski relation without explicitly using the principle of 
microreversibility while we need to use the quantum Crooks relation based on the 
principle of microreversibility to derive the Crooks transient fluctuation theorem 
and the fluctuation theorem for the current or shear stress. 
We have shown that for each quantity 
  
C i, f( )  that satisfies the quantum 
Crooks relation, we can define a corresponding operator 
  
ˆ A 
C
 that satisfies a 
quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation.  We have also shown that the quantum 
Crooks relation for 
  
C i, f( )  and quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for 
  
ˆ A 
C
 are 
equivalent to each other so that using the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation for 
  
ˆ A 
C
, we can derive any result that follows from the quantum Crooks relation for 
  
C i, f( )  and vice versa. 
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Therefore, using either the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation or the quantum 
Crooks relation, we can derive the fluctuation relations mentioned above and the 
standard linear response theory. 
Both the quantum Crooks relation and the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation 
are quite general mathematical identities and neither the density matrices 
  
ˆ ! 
in
 and 
  
ˆ ! 
fin
 involved in the quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation nor the statistical 
distributions 
  
!
in
 and 
  
!
fin
 involved in the quantum Crooks relation need to 
represent equilibrium ensembles.  This suggests that we may be able to extend 
these relations to quantum systems evolving from a non-equilibrium state to 
another.  Whether such an extension of the quantum Crooks relation or the 
quantum Crooks-Jarzynski relation will help us gain more understanding of 
processes between non-equilibrium states will be a question we wish to address in 
the future. 
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